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Study Guide

This book is intended as a guide to self-directed learning and a textbook to
support courses in sociological theory. It aims to provide the background and
context from which more detailed reading and understanding of primary texts
can be undertaken. Courses in social theory frequently focus on particular theo-
rists, and timetable pressures mean that the selection of theorists considered is of
necessity limited to a handful of figures. I hope that a reading of the appropriate
chapters of this book will allow the maximum to be gained from lectures and
from your own reading.

Each of the main chapters contains a number of  ‘Focus’ boxes in which the
views of key figures are outlined and sources for their key ideas are given. This
is the point at which independent reading will help to illuminate and to deepen
the knowledge gained from reading the rest of the chapter. It is also the point at
which lecture material on particular theorists can most easily be related to the
book as a whole. Reading the relevant section of a chapter before a lecture on a
theorist or school of thought, followed by a review of that same section, is the
best possible basis for then going on to read the material suggested in the Focus
box and by the lecturer.

The book is also intended as a means through which postgraduate students
and practising sociologists can consolidate their own understanding of the
relevance of sociological theory. We have all tended to become highly specialised
in our professional practice, focusing  mainly on those approaches that we see as
directly relevant to our own work and, perhaps, denigrating all others. I hope
that a reading of this book will help to fill the seen and unseen gaps in theoreti-
cal knowledge that many of us experience.
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Social Theory:

Should We Forget the Founders?

Those new to sociology used to be enjoined to follow the advice of Alfred
Whitehead (1926) that ‘a science that hesitates to forget its founders is lost’. The
assumption behind this advice was that sociology should abandon its concern for
‘what Marx really said’ or ‘what Durkheim said about’ such and such. Instead, it
should – like all other sciences – study the world as it actually is: forget the
founders and get on with the science.

Many of those who have reservations about the ‘scientific’ status of sociology
have, nevertheless, taken this advice to heart and have abandoned any concern
for understanding or engaging with the formative statements of the nineteenth
century and the first half of the twentieth century. So widespread is the assump-
tion that the founders should be forgotten that Whitehead’s advice is rarely
repeated today. This abandonment of formative theory induces an amnesia or
ignorance about fundamental aspects of sociological analysis. Contemporary
theorists frequently cast their work as a ‘new approach’ or a ‘new direction’ for
social theory, one especially attuned to contemporary conditions. All too often,
however, these new ventures have ended up as restatements, in whole or in part,
of ideas already well explored by earlier writers. A better acquaintance with the
founders, it might be suggested, would have prevented such frequent reinventions
of the wheel.

The central claim behind this book is that, contrary to Whitehead’s claim, a
science that forgets its founders is lost, or is, at least, in considerable difficulties.
It is time to rediscover the lasting insights of the early theorists. Those who built
the foundations of sociology and established its place at the heart of the social
sciences set out a comprehensive framework of ideas that defined, and continue

1
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to define, the core concerns of the subject. There were, of course, many areas of
disagreement and contention among these writers, and their ideas were often
presented as if they are mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, their works overlapped
around a number of intersecting ideas, and their distinctive theoretical view-
points were differences of emphasis, variations in focus, or explicit positions in
an intellectual division of labour in which all contending theoretical frameworks
that stood the empirical test could find a place.

As a result, sociology had available to it, by the first decades of the twentieth
century, a clear and systematic conspectus of ideas that provided a working basis
for empirical research and for further theoretical investigations. No practising
sociologist can afford to ignore this conspectus of ideas. In fact, few did ignore it
until recently, and through the middle years of the twentieth century the devel-
opment of new research went hand in hand with the exploration of the founding
statements. A particularly strong position on this was taken by Ronald Fletcher
(1971), though he perhaps overstated the level of consensus that there had been
among the nineteenth-century theorists.

The massive expansion of sociology from the 1960s brought into the discipline
many people from cognate social sciences who invigorated social research with
an infusion of new theoretical ideas. Many members of this new generation of
sociologists, however, were less familiar with the formative sociological ideas and
unintentionally followed Whitehead’s advice. Those they trained were also less
likely to be taught the ideas of the earlier theorists and, as they entered the
profession, they reinforced the emerging emphasis on the overriding need for
new theoretical approaches appropriate to contemporary conditions. Correctly
recognising that the world had changed since the nineteenth century and that
the founders could not be expected to provide us with accounts of these new
social conditions, they incorrectly concluded that the founders had nothing to
contribute to sociological understanding.

In fact, the conspectus of ideas remained as relevant as ever before. One
very simple example can illustrate the point being made. Nineteenth-century
theorists cannot be expected to provide any accounts of the cultural impact of
television or the internet: television was invented only in the 1920s and regular
broadcasting did not begin until after the Second World War; and the internet is
a technology of the 1990s. The formative concepts of culture and the process of
cultural transmission through which meanings are established and identifica-
tions built, however, can still provide the central basis on which any form of
communication can be understood. The formative theoretical ideas may require
modification and extension, but understanding cannot proceed without them.

Social theory: central issues in sociology2
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A recognition of the continuing relevance of the formative period in sociology
allows us to identify a far greater continuity in sociological analysis than many
are prepared to recognise. Contemporary theories can often be seen as recasting
older ideas, building on them and extending them to new areas of application. In
the course of this, the inherited ideas – whether or not they are recognised as
such – are deepened, elaborated, and enlarged. ‘New directions’ in social theory
make sense and prove useful only if we have some appreciation of the old ideas
that form the starting point for the change of direction.

Formative ideas, then, play a continuing role as the defining statements of
what it is to be sociological, while contemporary theories, through their engage-
ment with this formative knowledge, can move sociological analysis forward.
Instead of a succession of novel and incommensurable perspectives, we may be
able to identify areas of intellectual progress in which genuine advances in
sociological understanding have been made. Such progress becomes apparent if
contemporary work is placed in the context of the formative ideas.

This is not to say that all contemporary theory must be seen as either reinvent-
ing the wheel or modifying it. There are genuinely new approaches, introducing
ideas that were barely considered by the founders. Such work, however, must
accommodate itself to existing research based on older ideas that complement its
own particular focus of attention. There are also areas of genuine controversy
where contemporary theorists substantially disagree with each other and with
earlier theorists. It is often remarked, for example, that contemporary sociology
is beset by a division between ‘structural’ approaches and ‘action’ approaches.
Sociology loses much of its excitement and explanatory purchase if such differ-
ences are minimised. An awareness of the formative sociological debates, how-
ever, shows that this division was equally important 150 years ago and that the
relationship between the two is one of the major areas of continuity in social
theory. What emerges from such contextualisation is a realisation that the
central issue in this debate has not been the question of which of the two
approaches is correct (and which, therefore, should be abandoned), but the ques-
tion of where the legitimate areas of application for each of them are to be found.
Social reality is complex and exhibits both structural and enacted properties.

Continuity and controversy, therefore, characterise the development of sociol-
ogy, and any overview of social theory must recognise this. My aim has been to
produce a book that does justice to both continuity and controversy: rediscover-
ing and consolidating the diverse achievements of the formative theorists as the
bedrock for sociological analysis and documenting the areas where formative and
contemporary theorists have engaged in genuine and productive debate. I stress

Social theory 3
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that different forms of social theory may often be complementary rather than
merely contending.

It is important to emphasise that my advocacy of the complementarity
of sociological approaches does not mean that I advocate their immediate and
eclectic synthesis into a single theoretical framework. A genuine synthesis of
available bodies of knowledge may be a desirable long-term goal (Scott 1998),
but it would be premature and misguided to pursue this goal at the expense of a
recognition of prevailing areas of controversy and theoretical disputation.

Indeed, such eclecticism would be unhelpful and unproductive. It would be
beset by intellectual contradictions whose discussion would inhibit both empiri-
cal research and theoretical advance. Matters would be no better if such a strat-
egy were confined to those theories that had separately withstood empirical
testing – however we might envisage that taking place. It is unlikely that such a
synthesis could be built and, as there are too many areas in which our sociological
understanding is limited, there are too many gaps in our knowledge to make such
an effort worthwhile. If a theoretical synthesis is to emerge, it will be many years
from now and will result from a gradual process of theoretical accommodation and
integration in particular and discrete areas.

There may, however, be further obstacles to both ideas of synthesis and com-
plementarity. Theoretical frameworks are grounded in value differences around
which particular sets of concepts are organised. It was Max Weber (1904) who
recognised that objectivity in sociology is achieved in the face of the value rele-
vance of its concepts. Liberals, Marxists, feminists, and post-colonialists, for
example, identify themselves in relation to varying cultural values and it is these
value differences that orient them towards particular topics of investigation and
sensitise them towards particular aspects of the problems that they investigate.

In the light of this it would seem ludicrous to suggest that such divergent
theoretical frameworks can be treated as complementary to each other. What can
be meant by the claim that debates in social theory are marked by considerable
continuity and complementarity? Weber recognised that empirically founded
research, on whatever value-relevant basis it is constituted, has an equal right
to be considered as a valid contribution to social scientific understanding. The
works of liberals, Marxists, feminists, post-colonialists, and other value-defined
positions may be treated as, in principle, complementary to each other. Only if
their accounts fail the scientific test of empirical adequacy can they be rejected
and denied a place in the framework of sociological understanding.

My aim in this book is to elaborate this view of continuity and controversy
in social theory. The development of social theory must be recaptured and
understood as an intellectual enterprise built around a division of labour in

Social theory: central issues in sociology4
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which a number of complementary themes are pursued and in which genuine
areas of theoretical progress can be identified. The ideas of the founding theorists
are truly formative in that they provide the foundations for all later theoretical
development and they embody a recognition of elements that have a continuing
relevance for sociological understandings of the contemporary world.

The themes that define sociology as a discipline are cultural formation,
systemic organisation, socialisation, action, conflict, and nature, and in Chapter 2
I show how these themes emerged from the ‘discovery‘ of the social in Enlighten-
ment discourse. Parallel intellectual undertakings in Britain, France, and Germany
were built around a recognition of the social factor and an elaboration of the
intellectual means through which this could be explored. A massive growth of
intellectual activity, beginning in the 1830s, established ‘sociology’ as a discipline
alongside a range of other social sciences, and formative theorists began to
elaborate their central concerns. Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer were the
globally important figures in the emergence of sociology and the elaboration of
its intellectual themes.

In Chapters 3 and 4 I review the range of formative theory, showing how the
basic elements in social theory were elaborated in a diverse range of theorists
across Europe and the United States, as well as in parts of Asia, Latin America,
and Africa. Chapter 3 considers work on the cultural formation of individuals,
their socialisation into particular cultures, and their systemic organisation into
structures of social relations. Chapter 4 looks at formative ideas on the action and
interaction of individuals, the conflict of social groups, and the conditioning of
social life by natural environmental and bodily conditions. In each chapter I try
to indicate the diversity of theoretical frameworks, emphasising that the forma-
tive influences in sociology cannot be reduced to Marx, Weber, and Durkheim.

The aim of these chapters is to provide a comprehensive intellectual mapping
of the sociological enterprise, allowing each significant contribution to be under-
stood in its larger context. At various points in these chapters I have included
‘Focus’ boxes in which I highlight particular theorists whose work can be taken
as exemplary and whose study in depth will round-out the general picture pre-
sented. Those studying theory through a small selection of theorists – typically
the case in university sociology today – will be able to use this book and its Focus
boxes to broaden their understanding of that work.

In Chapters 5 and 6 I turn to contemporary theory, taking the Second World
War as the natural divide between formative and contemporary theory. I show
how knowledge and understanding of each of the themes of sociological analysis
was broadened and articulated in this period, though some areas show greater
advance than others. Cultural formation, socialisation, and systemic organisation

Social theory 5
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are the topics considered in Chapter 5. I show that the disciplinary differentiation
of sociology from social psychology has led to a relative marginalisation of social-
isation within sociology. Significant intellectual advances are apparent in the
study of both cultural formation and systemic organisation. Action, conflict, and
nature are the themes considered in Chapter 6, and progressive intellectual work
is less marked in each of these. Investigation of the natural environment was
affected by the disciplinary differentiation of human geography from sociology,
though environmental influences, even in geography, were marginalised until
very recently. In the area of the body, however, major advances have been made
by feminist and other theorists. Approaches to action have made some advance on
earlier work, thanks to the attempt to theorise interaction rather than simply
individual action. Less progress is apparent in the analysis of conflict, though con-
temporary work has highlighted the conditions for successful collective action.
Throughout Chapters 5 and 6 I continue the use of Focus boxes so that the con-
tributions of particular contemporary theorists can be placed in the larger context.

Sociology originated as the science of modern society, and the key debate in
contemporary theory has been the question of whether contemporary societies
are still ‘modern’ in character. The theoretical innovations of contemporary the-
orists have been geared towards this particular empirical question. It is this that
I turn to in Chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7 asks what it means to be ‘modern’, and
I review the generally accepted arguments about the nature of modern society
and its leading social institutions. In Chapter 8 I turn to those contemporary the-
orists who have suggested that modernity has transmuted into ‘late’ or ‘radical’
forms or has, perhaps, acquired a ‘post-modern’ character. Modern social institu-
tions have been seen as significantly affected by, variously, the expansion of
knowledge and information, the networking of collective agencies, and the glob-
alisation of social relations. In assessing these views I demonstrate that the the-
orists concerned have drawn, implicitly if not explicitly, on formative theorists as
well as on other contemporary theorists.

Sociology is an exciting enterprise and nothing is more exciting than the
engagement in theoretical analysis and debate. I have sought to convey some of
this excitement and the ideas that have emerged from sociological debates. I pro-
vide no definitive answers to the many questions raised, but I hope to have
reviewed the varying answers that have been given by those who can be consid-
ered to have contributed to the development of social theory. In doing so, I have
not limited my attention to those who have defined themselves as ‘sociologists’.
I take a broadly inclusive approach to social theory as this is the only basis on
which genuine advance has taken place in the past and can continue to occur in
the future.

Social theory: central issues in sociology6
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Genealogy of the Social

This chapter traces the origins of social theory from the Renaissance. It argues that it
was then, and especially during the Enlightenment, that an idea of the ‘social’ factor
in human life was for the first time systematically developed. It examines the early
years of

• British social theory

• French social theory

• German social theory

The chapter aims to demonstrate the convergence of intellectual concerns around a
number of themes that have continued to structure social theory until the present.
This emerging framework is considered through a discussion of the first global
sociologists:

• Auguste Comte

• Herbert Spencer

Search the internet using Google, Yahoo, or any of the other search engines and
you will discover that sociology was founded by Auguste Comte in the middle
of the nineteenth century.1 This is the same answer that professional sociologists
will often give to non-sociologists when asked about the founding of their disci-
pline. The claim is that Comte discovered ‘society’ and recognised the need for a
new ‘science’ to study it.

Perhaps things are not so clear-cut as this implies. It is certainly true that
Comte invented the word ‘sociology’, combining the Latin word socius (‘society’)

2
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with the Greek word logos (‘study’), but the systematic study of society has more
complex roots than this. A more satisfactory answer might be that scientific soci-
ology originated among the intellectual heirs of Comte who built a ‘classical’ tra-
dition of sociological analysis. Typically, Émile Durkheim, Max Weber, and Karl
Marx are seen as the ‘founding fathers’ of the discipline: they moved beyond
Comte’s insights to establish stronger and more secure foundations. More sophis-
ticated formulations recognise a much larger number of formative theorists as
active in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: Tönnies, Simmel, Spencer,
Pareto, and so the list goes on.

Critics of this point of view have pointed out that the named ‘founding
fathers’ were, of course, men – and, furthermore, white men. Conventional
accounts of the history of sociology mention no women and very few men from
outside the ethnic mainstream of European history as contributors to it. The
initial letters of Durkheim, Weber, and Marx, it is sometimes suggested, might
just as well stand for ‘Dead, White, and Male’. There is a great deal of truth in
this. These long-dead figures were certainly male and white, though the fact that
many ‘classical’ sociologists were ethnic Jews makes this judgement more complex
than the term ‘white’ implies. The male bias in lists of disciplinary founders is not
a simple distortion, however. Sociological work in this period was largely, though
not exclusively, produced within the universities, and these academic organisations
did exclude or marginalise women. The disproportionate representation of men in
lists of putative founders reflects the disproportionately low number of women
who had the opportunity to contribute to the discipline. Nevertheless, an accurate
history of sociology ought not to ignore the contributions of female and black
thinkers and researchers.

There is, however, an even deeper problem with the narrative of the nineteenth
century foundation of sociology. Whatever the significance of Durkheim, Weber,
Marx, and their numerous contemporaries for the formation of a social theory,
its history is both longer and more complex than these accounts suggest. The
discovery of a ‘social’ element in human life and a study of the forms of human
‘society’ pre-dated Comte by many centuries.

Society should not, of course, be likened to an uninhabited island awaiting dis-
covery by an intrepid explorer. All humans live in society and have an awareness,
however dim, of their social life. Systematic reflection on this social life is, nev-
ertheless, a relatively late and unusual occurrence in human history. A system-
atic study of social life becomes possible only when people recognise that their
association involves the existence of a distinct object – ‘society’ – that is more
than simply the sum of individual actions. The social element in human life has

Social theory: central issues in sociology8
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properties and powers that are different from those of individuals. It is in this
sense that society had to be ‘discovered’ before ‘sociology’, as the science of
society, became possible.

Both society and sociology were glimpsed by the classical Greeks, but it was in
the European Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that
the significant breakthrough occurred. It was then that ‘society’ was truly discov-
ered and ‘social’ influences were recognised as distinct phenomena to be studied
in their own right. By the time of Comte, his contemporaries, and his successors,
these intellectual discoveries were well established. They made possible the later
developments in social thought that Comte christened ‘sociology’. This christen-
ing was not, then, the founding point for the contemporary discipline of sociology.
It is the ideas of the Enlightenment with which we must begin in order to under-
stand the development of social knowledge.

Renaissance and Enlightenment

Systematic theorising about human affairs first appeared in classical Greece and
Rome, especially during the great flowering of philosophy and science between
the fifth century BC and the third century AD. Such thinkers as Plato (lived 427–
347 BC) and Aristotle (lived 384–322 BC) began to investigate the political organ-
isation of the Greek communities and to relate this to domestic and commercial
activities. Their ideas put the study of ethics, law, and politics on a par with that
of physics and biology. Though social life was seen largely as the public or ‘polit-
ical’ life of the ‘polity’, Plato and Aristotle raised many issues that would even-
tually be addressed in the form of a ‘social’ theory.

Many classical texts were lost with the collapse of the Roman Empire, as were
the social structures that had sustained the autonomous intellectual life of the
classical thinkers. Though the intellectual emptiness of the European ‘Dark Ages’
has often been exaggerated, scholarly activity outside the Christian Church was
virtually non-existent. Not until Arab expansion into the former Roman world
were some classical texts rediscovered, and Muslim scholars began to re-examine
them. The greatest achievement of this renewal of intellectual activity was that of
Abdulrahman bin Muhammed bin Khaldun al-Hadrami (lived 1332–1406), gen-
erally known as Ibn Khaldun, who used Aristotelian ideas to explore the condi-
tions under which strong states could resolve social conflicts. Khaldun (1377)
posited a sequence of stages of political development in which the rise and fall of
states reflects ebbs and flows in their spirits of cooperation and solidarity.

Genealogy of the social 9
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The rediscovery of classical texts transformed intellectual life in Western
Europe. Scholars of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries began to see themselves
as participants in a ‘renaissance’ or rebirth of classical thought. Adopting ideas and
standards of judgement from classical Greece and Rome, the Renaissance intellec-
tuals built a ‘humanistic’ outlook that undermined the theological worldview
fostered in the Church and made the subjectivity of human experience the start-
ing point for all knowledge. Reflecting and reinforcing the spirit of individualism
and rationalism that was developing in the emergent bourgeoisie, their ideas
broke with the communal and collective outlooks of the aristocracy and the
medieval burgher guilds. The new bourgeois outlook promoted the rational, cal-
culative attitudes of the market that informed the emerging forms of capitalist
activity.2 Although it remained closely bound to established authority and to the
traditionally-grounded status of the aristocracy and the Church, the growth of
this outlook encouraged the treatment of both political power and religion as
objects of rational, intellectual reflection. This view of the world was expressed
in the political philosophies of Nicolò Machiavelli (1505) and Jean Bodin (1576)
and in the new approaches to art taken by Leonardo da Vinci (lived 1452–1519)
and Michelangelo (Michelagniolo di Lodovico Buonarroti, lived 1475–1564).
States and state forms were seen as open to change through individual human
action and not as fixed and given for all time. Unquestioning beliefs in supernat-
ural powers grew weaker and individual human powers of thought and delibera-
tion came to carry greater weight in deciding political issues.

This move towards ‘a completely secularized attitude to the world from which
all irrationalism had been expunged’3 encouraged the conclusion that conscious
human control over the world was possible if only the laws that regulate it could
be uncovered and understood. Knowledge of these laws would emancipate people
from domination by natural and mysterious forces. The Lutheran Reformation
of the sixteenth century further loosened the intellectual grip of the Church, but
the full implications of these ideas for an understanding of the ‘social’ world
were not drawn out until scholars in the seventeenth century, in self-conscious
emulation of the ‘Renaissance’ thinkers, began to see themselves as agents of an
‘Enlightenment’ in human thought.

The European Enlightenment was both a product of and a contribution to the
slow development of a modern society in Western Europe. Enlightenment schol-
ars, like those of the Renaissance, saw themselves as heirs to the classical tradi-
tion. Advocates of the powers of ‘reason’, they posed a self-consciously critical
challenge to traditionalism. In the name of rationality and science they rejected
superstition and magic, and they opposed despotic and authoritarian political
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regimes. Their conception of rationality was one of formal argument, of logical
and mathematical ideas that could be systematised as abstract, theoretical knowl-
edge. Such rational concerns were to be separated sharply from other forms of
human thought and experience and become the sole yardstick of valid and reli-
able knowledge about the world.4 This fundamental belief in the power of formal
rational thought received its charter statements in the philosophy of René
Descartes (1637, 1641) and the mathematics and physics of Isaac Newton (1687),
while others soon applied these principles to political and moral life. Denying
that human thought could be given any absolute or certain foundations, their
‘anti-foundational’ approach recognised no authoritative principles, identities, or
boundaries except those of reason itself. No established ideas or institutions could
be taken as self-evidently legitimate or authoritative. All were to be contested in
the court of reason, which would bring final liberation from the inheritance of the
Dark Ages. Enlightened about their true powers and abilities, people could,
through the powers of their own minds, determine their own futures.

The cultural and political programme of Enlightenment – the so-called ‘project’
of modernity – was to organise humanity firmly around ideas of rationality, liberty,
democracy, and human rights.5 Europe was seen as moving from the ancient
through the medieval or middle ages to a new, modern age in which Enlightenment
ideas would be realised. This European modernity would be radically different from
all the ‘traditional’ social orders that preceded it.

This programme was premised on an awareness of the centrality of the social
element in human life. Classical and Renaissance thought had recognised the
existence of political, commercial, and domestic institutions, but it was the
Enlightenment scholars who first saw these as having a distinctively ‘social’
character in common. Discovering the social, they constructed ‘society’ as a dis-
tinctive object of scientific investigation. Seeing their project as the scientifically
guided reform of human institutions, the Enlightenment theorists saw the need
for a specifically social science to inform these reforms. This social theory arose
first in Britain and then, because of the close intellectual contacts among the
Enlightenment thinkers, in France and Germany.

Britain: Individualism and Romanticism
in Social Theory 

Thomas Hobbes (1651) and John Locke (1690) were the first to set out compre-
hensive social theories of politics. Immersed in debates over civil war, regicide,
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and revolution, their political views sought to balance state sovereignty and
individual liberty. Both began from individual actions and traced their social con-
sequences. This prepared the way for the far more extensive writings of a group
of scholars in Scotland, for whom David Hume became the leading spokesman.
Hume’s own social theory was developed in fragmentary form through works on
general philosophy (1739–40), politics and morality (1751), and English history
(1754–62). He based his theory on a psychology of the individual actor and, like
Locke, held that humans have certain innate characteristics that condition and
propel their acts. But this was not all. These acts are shaped and informed by
ideas that, unlike desires, appetites, and drives, are not innate. Ideas come to us
from outside, from other people who communicate them to us linguistically.
Human nature, therefore, is not completely fixed by human biology. It is shaped
through learning and education and so must be regarded as both open and
flexible. The motives that inform human actions are culturally formed and vary
considerably through history and from one place to another.

Hume recognised two principal motives that enter into all human actions
to varying degrees. These are the self-interested or egoistic motive and the
‘sympathetic’ or altruistic one. Egoistic motives are oriented towards the attain-
ment and satisfaction of individual interests and involve people in rational
and pragmatic calculations of individual opportunities and advantages as they
strategically pursue their interests. Egoistic motives drive economic activity,
establishing common interests around shared opportunities. They also create
social divisions around divergent and antagonistic interests. Sympathy, on the
other hand, is nurtured in intimate family relationships and is the means
through which more extended feelings of fellowship towards others can grow.
Sympathy is the emotional basis on which more concrete motives or passions
such as ambition, avarice, self-love, vanity, friendship, generosity, and public
service are formed. It allows the formation of sentiments of solidarity that tie
people into cohesive social groups and establish customs and habits that regulate
individual actions.

Egoistically motivated market transactions play a major part in contemporary
societies, Hume argued, but modern social arrangements cannot simply be
reduced to individual purposes and goals. People are educated within particular
cultural traditions that lead them into the specific habits of action that are their
customs. Hume held that the laws and customs that result from the ‘association’
of individuals with one another embody the ‘spirit’ of the whole people. This
spirit infuses their customs and practices and gives their way of life its social
character. The ideas and feelings that the members of a population share give
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them their solidarity as a people. In acting habitually, according to custom, people
unintentionally reproduce the very social institutions that are responsible for
these habits. Hume emphasised, however, that actions generally have unforeseen
and unanticipated consequences. The social patterns that result from individual
actions are constrained and conditioned by existing social patterns as much as
they are by individual intentions.

These ideas were further developed in Adam Smith’s (1766) account of the
‘hidden hand’ of social constraint that he saw operating in the capitalist market.
Smith’s account of self interest has been very influential, but his grounding of
this in sentiments of ‘sympathy’ (1759) is often ignored. He saw sympathy as
the basis of all morality and as underpinning the capacity for moral judgement
in legal and political matters. Through sympathy with others, people cultivate
moral virtues of character and acquire a sense of duty or justice that can temper
the pursuit of their individual interest.

Smith’s ideas informed the attempts of Adam Ferguson (1767) and John Millar
(1779) to construct a history of the development of modern European societies.6

These histories were a significant advance on Hobbes and Locke, who had seen
individuals, prior to their exposure to civilisation, as living in a ‘state of nature’.
This natural state, however, was viewed as a purely imagined condition in which
all social influences are absent, and the passage from a state of nature to one of
civilisation was seen in equally abstract terms. The Scottish theorists recognised
that social influences operate at all stages of human life and understood that the
differences between civilisation and prior states of existence had to be seen as
social differences. These differences were to be documented from evidence rather
than merely imagined in ways that fit a preconceived theory. The study of
history had to become an evidence-driven activity, oriented towards uncovering
the structured processes of change through which one type of society is trans-
formed into another. Using the reports of Greek and Roman historians and of
contemporary travellers and missionaries, the Scottish theorists reconstructed a
picture of the ‘savage’ and ‘barbaric’ hunting and herding societies from which
civilised Europe had developed. In turn, it was from the more civilised agrarian
societies of the feudal and medieval periods that modern societies, with their
nation states and capitalist economies, had eventually developed. The forms of
civil government and private property established in pre-modern civilisations
had made possible the commercial activities and class relations that flowered in
modern societies. These advanced forms of ‘civil society’ had emerged in classi-
cal Rome but had been lost, along with classical culture, with its collapse (Gibbon
1776–81; Ferguson 1783).
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The mainstream of English thought set out a more individualistic account of
social life. This was inspired by Jeremy Bentham (1776, 1789), whose theory of
action referred back to Hobbes rather more than to Locke. Bentham’s ‘utilitarian’
theory minimised the part played by altruistic and sympathetic motives and saw
all action as oriented by the selfish pursuit of pleasure and avoidance of pain.
Individuals are purely hedonistic calculators of their ‘utility’, seeking constantly
to maximise pleasure and minimise pain. On this basis Bentham built theories
of politics and law according to which social control had to bend itself to the
immutably rational and hedonistic motivations of individuals.

This ‘utilitarianism’ found its fullest and most comprehensive expression in
political economy, where David Ricardo (1817), Thomas Malthus (1820), and
James Mill (1821) formulated models of commodity production and distribution
in competitive markets. The utilitarian view of action was later summarised in
Mill’s (1829) pioneering study in psychology. The utilitarians recognised that
non-rational motives of sentimentality and emotion played a part outside eco-
nomic life, but they held that the relations of the capitalist market had such
autonomy from other social institutions that they could be analysed as if indi-
viduals were purely rational. They saw the task of social policy as the elimination
of any residual irrationality through the reform of social institutions. Malthus’s
(1798) account of population growth and its relation to food supply, for example,
allowed only a minor role for custom and ‘moral restraint’, and he saw rational
self-interest as the principal driving force in human procreation. Population
policy had to recognise this and could not be based on moral exhortation.

For all their philosophical radicalism, the utilitarians and other individualist
theorists in Britain took for granted a very conventional and traditional differ-
entiation between men and women. The ‘individual’ of these theorists was
implicitly gendered as a man, as only men were thought to be capable, by nature,
of the kind of rationality required for effective participation in the public world
of politics and economics. Only Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) seriously ques-
tioned this assumption.7 Denying any natural, biological basis to the conven-
tional differentiation of male rationality from female emotionality, she argued
instead that male and female characteristics result from processes of social for-
mation. People become what they are made to be by virtue of their education and
their socialisation into a particular culture. An enlightened reform of education,
Wollstonecraft argued, would allow women to acquire the rational capacities that
had been denied to all but a very few of them.8

The emphasis on culture, solidarity, and socialisation in British social theory
was taken up by a group of writers who were, in many respects, opposed to the
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Enlightenment project. Taking a highly conservative view of the need to retain
the more ‘natural’ cultural practices and social institutions of the past, these
so-called Romantics pointed to the contribution that such established institu-
tions could make to social and individual stability and highlighted the dangers
inherent in the excessive application of formal rationality to human affairs.
Disgusted at the terror and disruption that the French revolution had initiated in
the name of rationality and liberty, Edmund Burke (1790) encouraged the reten-
tion, in England, of customary institutions that restricted and inhibited individual
self-interest. This was echoed in Thomas Carlyle’s (1837, 1843) history of the
French Revolution and the part played in historical change by ‘heroic’ leadership,
and in Thomas Macaulay’s (1849–61) history of England. Romantic ideas were
promoted principally through the literature and criticism of Samuel Coleridge,
William Wordsworth, John Keats, Percy Shelley, and Lord Byron.9 Their eulogy
of nature achieved its most popular expression in the dramatic account by Mary
Shelley (1818), daughter of Mary Wollstonecraft, of scientific interventions into
life, death, and human nature in her novel Frankenstein.

France: Revolution, Science,
and Social Theory

In France, the Enlightenment project arose with the decay and revolutionary
overthrow of the Ancien Régime. Its earliest expression was among so-called
physiocrats, such as François Quesnay (1758) and Jean-Baptiste Say (1803), who
constructed laws of agricultural activity around the role of self-interest in the
expansion of national wealth. The physiocrats recognised a tension between
egoistic motives and altruistic ones, but, like the utilitarians, they saw egoistic
self-interest as the principal motive in human action. Such ideas influenced the
influential study of political despotism written by the revolutionary leader
Honoré de Mirabeau (1772).

Broader social and cultural concerns were developed by two closely associated
groups of writers searching for laws of social systems and of the ideas around
which these systems are organised. Denis Diderot, with Jean d’Alembert, Paul
d’Holbach, and Claude Helvétius, produced the Encyclopédie to consolidate and
summarise these emerging ideas in a ‘science of man’. The most important prod-
ucts of these ‘Encyclopaedists’ were the social and political studies of Holbach
(1770) and Helvétius (1772). More distinctly cultural ideas were pursued by the
‘Ideologists’ – Antoine Destutt de Tracy, Pierre Cabanis, and Marie François Bichat.
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Taking their inspiration from biology, they saw moral values as organised systems
of ideas (Cabanis 1802).

Jean-Jacques Rousseau – born in Switzerland but spending much of his life
in France – was an important influence on the revolutionaries. Like his mentor
Hume and the other Scottish theorists, he assumed a natural sociability and
altruism in human beings. He traced, in particular, how social conditions
influence individual character and autonomy. In both traditional and modern
societies, he argued, a tight political control over natural human sociability
is exercised through political and constitutional norms and structures of social
inequality (1755, 1762). The causal power of social factors was also theorised
by Voltaire (1745) in terms of a cultural ‘spirit’ that shapes the morality of
a nation.

The most comprehensive investigator along these lines was the Baron de
Montesquieu (1748). Recognising the immense variability of institutions,
customs, and practices, he concluded that there can be no fixed or given human
nature. The character or personality common to the members of a population
varies considerably from one population to another and reflects what
Montesquieu referred to as the ‘spirit’ (esprit) generated through their associa-
tion. Each individual acquires a particular spirit of character from those around
them, and this determines the ways in which they live their lives. It shapes their
institutions and practices and it informs their actions. This was the basis of
a social theory of politics in which each political constitution – monarchy,
aristocracy, despotism, and republic – was seen as characterised by a distinctive
spirit. Monarchies are based on a spirit of honour, aristocracies on a spirit of
moderation, despotism on a spirit of terror, and republics on a ‘civic’ spirit. These
generalisations formalised earlier suggestions about the spiritual and political
decline of Imperial Rome (1734) and the spiritual conditions sustaining tradi-
tional despotism in Persia (1721).

Montesquieu also investigated the factors responsible for variations in spirit
and social institutions from one place to another. He looked to the environmental
factors of climate and ‘terrain’ (landscape, cultivation, and resources), hoping to
discover any constant relationships between the ‘external milieu’ (the physical
environment) and the ‘internal’ or moral milieu of a society. His argument was
that an understanding of environmental influences could allow people to
be more rational in applying reason to political matters and so help them better
to express the particular spirit of their society. By acting in rationally appropriate
ways, social stability and order would not be threatened. Applying this argument
to France, Montesquieu advocated the reestablishment of aristocracy and a
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consequent strengthening of the spirit of moderation, seeing this as the only way
of avoiding a decline into despotism.

Under the influence of the Ideologists, French social theorists gave particular
attention to the intellectual aspects of social change. Anne Robert Turgot (1750)
and the Marquis de Condorcet (1794), for example, saw cultural change as an
orderly, structured process of historical development in which changes in intel-
lectual ideas bring about corresponding changes in the forms of social life. They
saw a clear trajectory of social development in Europe that ran from tribal bar-
barism through pastoralism and agriculture to contemporary French civilisation,
and they traced a corresponding intellectual ‘progress’ from religion and super-
stition to an age of reason. The Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico (1725) had
also produced a study of intellectual development, but he proposed a cyclical
rather than a progressive view.

In France, even more than in Britain, the Enlightenment project of individu-
alism and rationalism clashed with ‘Counter-Enlightenment’ conservatives who
sought to roll back the intellectual and political changes of the reformers and
revolutionaries. The Comte Joseph de Maistre (1796) and the Vicomte Louis de
Bonald held that the Enlightenment had undermined the traditional customs and
institutions that produced social order and so made the Revolution inevitable.
Inspired by Burke’s (1790) reflections on the French Revolution, Bonald and
Maistre saw collective and communal elements in social life exercising a power-
ful and necessary constraint over free individual actions. Thus, Maistre (1810)
highlighted the cohesive power of religion and lamented the decline in Catholic
belief and practice, while Bonald (1826) explored the part played by language in
perpetuating cultural traditions. They held that institutions grow slowly and
gradually, without conscious deliberation and under the conditions to which they
are best suited, and so acquire the authority of long-established practice. Slow
organic growth, guided by tradition, is, therefore, preferable to rational political
change. Bonald (1796) held that the destruction of the organic bonds and reli-
gious solidarity of traditional societies was a direct consequence of the growth of
capitalism and bureaucracy. These forces of rationality were transforming all
social relations in the direction of impersonality and calculability, as epitomised
by the cash nexus of the market.

Influenced by both the Enlightenment idea of intellectual progress and the
conservative reaction to this, the Comte Henri de Saint-Simon advocated ratio-
nally constructed forms of collective solidarity and has sometimes been regarded
as the first ‘socialist’. Rationality in modern societies, he argued, is indicative of
the social progress that has resulted from the application of positive scientific
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knowledge. The term ‘positive science’ – referring to precise and exact knowledge
based on observation and mathematics – had been coined by Germaine de Stäel
(1801), but Saint-Simon became its principal advocate. Positive science, he held,
had spread from one area of study to another, and a new positive ‘science of man’
would complete the development of the modern sciences and allow their inte-
gration into a single, unified science that he called the ‘positive philosophy’
(1813). This unification was possible, he suggested, because the movements of
all material, mental, and cultural phenomena are governed by a single law of
‘universal gravity’. Thus, laws discovered in one domain are directly translatable
into those of another.

Saint-Simon saw this positive philosophy as an essential element in the
Enlightenment project of cultural and social progress. He envisaged its intellec-
tual advocates taking positions of social leadership formerly held by the clergy
and reshaping social institutions on a rational, scientific basis. Reform of the
educational system would be central to this as it would produce educated citizens
capable of applying the positive philosophy in all they do. Impressed by the
arguments of Say and the economists, Saint-Simon (1825) thought the central
leadership group would be the industriels, the industrial entrepreneurs and
workers who apply economic knowledge in practical business matters. These
proto-socialist ideas of Saint-Simon were pursued as a practical task after his
death by Philippe Buchez (the founder of Christian Socialism), Saint-Amand
Bazard, Barthélemy Enfantin, Pierre Leroux, and, above all, Auguste Comte.

Germany: Counter-Enlightenment
and Reaction

‘Germany’ did not exist as a unified political entity in the eighteenth century.
Political sovereignty in German-speaking Europe was fragmented among a large
number of principalities, duchies, and petty states, and many ethnic Germans
lived within the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Enlightenment project in these
lands had first to come to terms with the task of building a strong national state,
and Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment movements of thought were
less sharply opposed than in Britain and France. German social thought stressed
education (Bildung) as the means whereby the characters of individual citizens
are formed through their inclusion in a common culture. The task of philosophy
was to elucidate the cultural values that would best contribute to the formation
of individual character. A strong emphasis on the cultural unity and continuity
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of nations characterised almost all strands of German thought, and this was often
combined with a hostility towards any purely practical intervention in the material
world on the basis of technical, empirical knowledge. This found its strongest
expression in the Romantic emphasis on the traditional values of the past that
defined German identity and that were seen as threatened by British and French
ideas of individual rationality. This led to a view that the aims of the Enlightenment
could best be pursued through a conservative process of modernisation.

The most unambiguously liberal philosopher in Germany was Immanuel
Kant, whose works on epistemology (1781) and ethics (1788) influenced philo-
sophical debates across Europe. In a very important contribution to the under-
standing of history and geography, Kant (1784) showed that advances in
human reasoning and understanding have gone well beyond what any one
individual can achieve in his or her own lifetime. The overall level of intellec-
tual attainment in a population increases over time because the achievements
of one generation can be passed on to the next through the communication of
ideas from one person to another. Thus, language and the culture it makes pos-
sible are the means of human progress. The most important contributions to
developing this insight into a social theory were those of Johann von Herder and
Georg Hegel.

Herder (1784–91) sought to understand German culture by placing it in a
larger context of cultural development. He took up Montesquieu’s interest in the
relationship between cultural spirit and the physical environment, but used this
to trace a pattern of global cultural development. Charting the variety of natural
environments in which humans could be found, from the North Pole to Asia,
Africa, the Tropics, and America, he mapped environmental diversity onto the
historical sequence of cultures that constitutes world history. He held that the
biblical narrative of human origins, properly deconstructed, provides a plausible
account of human origins in the Middle East and the subsequent migrations of
human populations across the globe, though current research sees human origins
in Africa rather than Asia. The particular historical sequence that leads from Asian
prehistory to European modernity and, therefore, to contemporary Germany was
driven by the motivating power of the popular spirit or Volksgeist that marked
each successive society. The popular spirit shapes individual actions under definite
environmental conditions and in the context of specific historically consti-
tuted opportunities. This collective spirit, then, is the fundamental element in
the combination of factors generating historical development.

The spirit of a people defines its collective identity, motivates the actions of
its members, and allows them to adapt their society to their environment. The
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means through which such a spirit develops is language, a capacity specific to
human beings (Herder 1770). The human mind is able to form complex mental
representations only because they are constructed in linguistic form and so are
communicable from one person to another. The vocabulary and grammar of a
language are intrinsic to the popular spirit, and language is, at the same time, the
means through which a people is able to further its cultural spirit. It was for this
reason that Herder advocated that intellectuals, poets, and other writers should
use the German vernacular rather than the fashionable French that was then the
sign of a cultivated personality.

This idea was used in the comparative ethnography of Wilhelm von Humboldt
(1795–7). He shared Herder’s view that people act in terms of their particular
‘national character’, understood as the shared animating spirit that is outwardly
expressed in their customs, religion, language, and art. He saw each culture as
unique, but as varying in the level of ‘self-realisation’ that it allows. Humboldt
claimed that Western culture had allowed Europeans to cultivate their national
spirits to a far higher level than had any other population.

Hegel’s earliest works in epistemology (1807) and logic (1818–31) were the
bases for a political theory (1821) and an account of the historical development
of modernity (1831).10 His social theory took the concept of the popular spirit as
its central idea, developing this in opposition to the way in which it had been
used by Friedrich Schelling (1797). Schelling had seen all physical forces –
mechanical, chemical, electrical, and vital – as forms of spirit, which he saw as the
ultimate active force at work in the world. In self-conscious organisms, Schelling
argued, spirit becomes, for the first time, conscious of itself and able to move
towards its fuller realisation. Hegel returned to the sharper distinction that Kant
had made between nature and spirit, but he took over Schelling’s ideas on the
progressive development of spirit over time.

Hegel made a distinction between the actual or popular spirits that animate
particular societies and the abstract human spirit of freedom and creativity that
is only ever partially realised in them. Popular spirit is ‘objectified’ or embodied
in the external cultural forms – the institutions and practices – and the way of
life that define a particular society. The human spirit had become a dynamic and
creative force only very slowly during the course of human history. It had been
stifled under the despotic regimes, institutions, and customs of the ancient
Oriental world – in China, India, Persia, Assyria, Babylon, and Egypt. As a result,
their popular spirits had been conservative and constraining forces. In the classical
Greek and Roman worlds, however, the human spirit had been liberated in
democratic and aristocratic regimes that encouraged rational, critical reflection.
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The classical Greeks lived in harmonious and well-integrated societies where the
human spirit informed a popular spirit that found its expression in a cohesive
moral order (Sittlichkeit), a customary, institutionalised morality rather than the
principled morality of abstract ethical systems. The German world that arose
when these classical systems collapsed was the first society in which the full
potential of the human spirit, as a truly universal ‘world spirit’, began gradually
to be realised. This spirit became the spirit of the new, modern world of the
Renaissance and the Enlightenment, and it provided a reasoned philosophical
basis on which contemporary nation states could establish a new moral order to
regulate their citizens.

Hegel saw the historical development of this world spirit as occurring through
a sequence of historical stages. This spirit developed earliest in family and
domestic institutions. In the most primitive societies, governed solely by custom
and tradition, no social organisation went beyond this familistic community, and
the world spirit remained at this level in the despotic societies of the Oriental
world. The development of commerce and property in the medieval world
brought separate families and households together into the larger spiritual unity
of a ‘civil society’, forming them into a hierarchy of social ‘estates’ or classes. In
the final, modern stage, spirit is realised in the constitutional state, regulated
through public law and judicial administration. The modern state transcends the
economic divisions of civil society and establishes an impartial rule of law under
which all ‘citizens’ can exercise their liberty to the full.

While tracing this historical sequence in the Western world, and seeing the
German state as the ultimate embodiment of the world spirit, Hegel also saw the
various institutionalised forms of spirit as continuing to exist as distinct levels of
social organisation. Family relations are at the core of any modern society, but
are embedded in the economic relations of civil society, property, and the market.
These are, in turn, contained within an overarching structure of state relations.
Only in the public sphere of the state can people achieve the full freedom of
spirit that is denied to them by the alienating conditions of private life within the
family and at work.

The Social Established

By the early years of the nineteenth century, Enlightenment and Counter-
Enlightenment writers in Britain, France, and Germany had transformed the
understanding of human affairs. They had discovered and described a specifically
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